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ABSTRACT 

Internet of Things (loT) has become one of the promising technologies used to 

connect, manage and control smart objects connected to the Internet. IoT's main goal 

is to smarter and more meaningful management and control of physical objects 

around us and improving life quality by offering economic, secure and entertaining 

livelihoods. In the development of smart cities, smart homes play a key role among 

many IoT applications. Various tech giants have provided various devices like 

Google home, Amazon echo which allows you to control lighting in your home, play 

music, read news and various other features which are controllable with voice. Smart 

Home also helps physically challenged people in their day to day life activities. 

Smart door unlocking is a step towards the make of smart homes which allows to 

automatically unlock door for known people and also allowing user to open door 

remotely through smartphone. People face various problem with door unlocking like 

lost key, no keys and thus making a person to wait for someone else to open the door 

or waiting for someone to arrive with keys if door is locked, approach the door if 

someone has arrived. Disabled people living alone will have more issues if someone 

comes and they have to open the door. Therefore a smart door that operates 

automatically which is secured and convenient way of door unlocking that uses face 

recognition and eye blink detection has been proposed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Internet of Things 

 Internet is a marvellous thing and it gives us all kinds of advantages, which 

were previously not possible. Think about your mobile phone before it became a 

smartphone. Now, you can read every book, look into any movie, listen to all the 

songs in the hand palm. In reality, the Internet of Things is a simple concept, it means 

to take and connect all things in the world with the internet. IoT is a network of 

millions of devices devices equipped with some kind of sensors that gather some data 

and these data are transmitted over the network. The things in IoT refers to any 

device like sensor present in automobile, a heart monitor carried by a person, 

cameras getting live feed of animals in forest. These things are then connected to the 

internet i.e they have been assigned an IP address and the data data collected by these 

devices are then transferred over the network. Based on these data various actions 

can be performed. It is currently one of the emerging topics nowadays.  

  

 All the things that are connected to Internet can be classified into three 

categories: 

1. Things that gather and transmit information 

 This include sensors like air quality sensor, temperature sensor, IR sensor and 

many more. These sensors gather information from their environment and send it 
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forward. Example, farmers can get information regarding soil moisture and can 

decide accordingly to water right amount of water to crops 

2. Things which obtain information and act accordingly 

 The sensors receives some information and act accordingly. For example, car 

receives signal from keys and the door opens, printer receives information and prints. 

There are numerous examples, but the real IoT emerges when things can perform 

both above. 

3. Things that does both 

 Taking the farming example, the sensors gather information of soil moisture 

and tell farmers the amount of water needed to crops. Rather than involving a farmer 

the system can automatically decide the amount and provide the water itself. 

Extending it a step further, if the system receives information regarding weather, then 

it would also know if it’s going to rain or not and can decide to water the crops or 

not. 

1.1.1 Applications of IoT 

 With the increase in demand of IoT, it is predicted the count of the connected 

devices will reach approx. 24 billion by 2020. Following are some of the areas where 

IoT is being used to carry out the task efficiently: 

1. Smart Home 

  

 Living in a home that acts smartly where we can control appliances remotely 

through smartphone or appliances take actions on their own based on the 

environment for example turning the lights on/off based on the people present in the 
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room, turning on the air conditioner remotely in a hot summer weather, monitoring 

of the appliances.  

2. Wearables 

  

 Wearable devices are equipped with different sensors that collect data and this 

data is processed to provide user with meaningful information. These wearable 

generate information mainly related to fitness, entertainment and health. 

3. Connected cars 

 A car connected to the internet where the onboard sensors gather data to 

provide comfort, optimise operation, maintenance. For example a sensor monitors 

the pressure in the tyre and it alerts user if pressure below certain threshold. 

4. Industrial IoT 

 The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), combines machines, people at work 

and advanced analytics. It is the network of devices that are connected to each other 

leading to systems, which like never before can monitor, collect, analyse and provide 

new outputs. These insights can then assist industrial companies in making beneficial 

business decisions. 

5. Agriculture 

 IoT in the field of agriculture leads to the development of smart farming. It is 

used to detect soil dampness and complements, control the use of water for the 

development of plants and decide on custom-made compost. The data generated by 

the sensors are used by the farmers to improve the profitability. IoT-based smart 

farming is highly efficient when compared with the conventional approach. 
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6. Smart retail 

 Use of IoT in shops would give a chance to retailers improve the experience 

of consumers for in-store shopping. Retailers can use Beacon technology to interact 

with smartphones  for providing better service to the consumers. They may improve 

their profit by tracking the users path and modifying the layout of the store 

accordingly. 

7. Medical 

 IoT in the field of medical aims at providing a healthier life to people by 

wearing devices connected to internet that collects different data. This data can then 

be used in the analysis of health and provide strategies to fight illness. 

1.1.2 Challenges in IoT 

 IoT is a quite new industry concept and presents them with an enormous 

chance to flourish in this world of digital transformation. The IoT stands for 
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companies in many ways, but the basic concept stays the same; data collection, data 

analyzing, and then reengineering processes and benefit realization insights are 

provided. The challenges to be faced by the IoT industry are: 

1. Security 

 The increased number of connecting devices allows security vulnerabilities 

and poorly designed devices to be exploited which can expose user data to theft by 

not providing sufficient protection for data streams and in some cases endangering 

the safety and health of people (implanted, Internet-enabled medical devices and 

hacking cars). 

2. Privacy 

 The IoT poses unique privacy challenges which go beyond the existing data 

protection issues. Much of that is because we integrate devices without us knowingly 

using them in our environments. 

3. Standards 

 Sometimes developers design products that are operative on the Internet 

without standards to guide manufacturers, without taking into consideration their 

impact. If they are not designed and configured properly, such devices can negatively 

affect their networking resources and the broader Internet. 

4. Regulation 

 Legal issues related to IoT devices cover the transnational flow of data; 

conflicts between law enforcement and civil rights; policies on the retention of 

information and destruction; and legal liability for unauthorized use, breaches of 

security or privacy weaknesses. 
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5. Development 

 The wide range of IoT problems will not be exclusive to industrialized 

countries. The IoT has a major promise in terms of social and economic advantages 

for the developing and emerging economies. 

1.1.3 Architecture of IoT 

 The architecture of IoT varies, depending on the type of solution we want to 

build. IoT as a technology consists mainly of four main components, which are 

structured around an architecture. 

 

Stage 1: 

 Sensors collect and transform data from the environment or object under 

measurement. 

Stage 2: 

 The data generated by the sensors is collected by a device placed at a close 

proximity to these sensors. This data is processed/digitised for further processing 

Stage 3: 

 It includes the network layer through which data is transferred to the cloud. 
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Stage 4: 

 Stage 3 data is transmitted to a cloud, where more powerful information 

technology systems can analysis, manage and save data. The final processed data is 

further used by various applications as needed 

1.2 Smart Home 

 Having a home when every thing is controllable through a tap of button or 

through voice would be a dream for every person. With great advancement and 

research done in the field of IoT this is nowadays possible. Currently tech giants like 

Google, Amazons have products like Google Home and Amazon echo which can 

control home lighting and provide news, music, various other information on the 

command of person voice. 

 Smart Home is an application of Internet of Things (IoT) where devices 

interact with other devices present and take actions on their own or these devices are 

controllable through smart phone, smart watch or through voice and thus making life 
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of people easier. Some examples of smart home involve turning the lights on/off 

based on the people present in the room, turning on the air conditioner remotely in a 

hot summer weather, monitoring of the appliances and many more. Nowadays people 

are surrounded by world of automation where they get the work done automatically 

with little involvement. 

 A smart home concept is shown in Figure 1.3 where different appliances 

present in home are controllable through a smartphone. Smart Home is about well 

being, security and comfort at your finger-tips. It helps to deal with the regular issues 

which people generally face daily while working in their home. For example, we 

often forget to turn off our home appliances which is a concern for energy 

management. A smart home device allows us to control all the appliances of home 

through smartphone or any gadget with internet connectivity from anyplace around 

the globe. 

1.2.1 Layered architecture of Smart Home 

 A layered architecture is presented for Smart Home in [5][6]. The system is 

divided into three layers sensing layer, network layer, and application layer (Figure 

1.4). Sensing layer is consist of all the sensors and is responsible for collecting data 

from all appliances present in home and this data is then sent to the second layer that 

is network layer. Network layer depicts the internet through which data  sensing layer 

is sent to application layer. In application layer there are different applications for 

different purposes which processes the data according to their needs, for example 

getting live feed of home directly to our smart home, getting health reports. 

 The concept of smart home would be a great assistance for disabled people. 

Disabled people completely living alone will definitely have more issues than one 

living with some non disabled person. These people face different issues in their 

everyday life. One of the issue that include in door unlocking, the person has to go 

physically to open the door. 
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The structure of the report is as follows: 

Section 2 : Gives a summary of related work 

Section 3 : Explains the problem statement and proposes a solution  

Section 4 : Provides analysis of different algorithm useful for implementing the 

solution  

Section 5 : Implementation of the proposed solution 

Section 6 : Analysis of the result obtained 

Section 7 : Provides conclusion and future scope of the work 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

 The IoT (Internet of Things) is an integration of various technologies that 

enable social services to be improved utilizing smart sensors and smart objects. 

Smart devices can be accessed and operated at any moment and from any location 

via IP (Internet Protocol) connectivity[20]. Because of the large data collection and 

processing, data security (Availability, Integrity, Privacy) is particularly common. 

Attacks may be classified as passive or active[21]. While passive attacks involve data 

robbery or subversion of privacy, active attacks concern the destruction of data in the 

network. 

 In a smart home, home safety is one of the major categories[15]. The same 

study predicts that smart homes will develop in distributed smart devices, interacting 

through some form of wireless network with other smart devices. In intelligent home 

safety, the identification of visitors is essential and numerous approaches are actively 

studied. A smart home system can be categorised in two categories based on 

controlling : locally controlled and remotely controlled. A locally controlled system 

involves controlling appliances while staying at home though bluetooth [7][23][24]

[25][26], NFC [31][32] and remotely controlled involves controlling through WiFi 

[8][27][28][29], GSM[30].  

 Various approaches have been suggested for the implementation of smart 

home system. In [12] , comparison is presented on various technologies such as 
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GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee and Wi-fi  which are used as a mean of communication 

between user and smart home. 

 Each of the technologies has its own pros and cons and depending on the 

application the best suitable approach can be chosen. Bluetooth proves to be the best 

for short range communication. Voice recognition would be a helpful mean of 

communication for disabled people. 

  

  

 A SMS based solution is proposed in [11] which uses SMS for exchanging 

data over a GSM network. To exchange data through SMS will incur additional cost 

and might be expensive also an SMS approach lacks in the area of Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) which makes this approach not user friendly. 

  

 A door unlocking mechanism is proposed in [9] provides with two 

approaches for unlocking door : speech command and pin input. It is a locally 

controlled door unlocking mechanism which uses bluetooth for sending and 

receiving data from smartphone to micro controller and vice versa. If an unknown 

person arrives then the user needs to always approach the door to check the identity 

of the user which can be handled by adding a camera to the system which captures 

the face and send it  to the users smartphone.  
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 A system based on face recognition [10] uses OTP to provide security to the 

system. In this system irrespective of the person is authorised or unauthorised the 

user receives a notification about the person arrival and has to unlock the door after 

OTP authentication.  A face spoofing techniques like 3D mask can be applied to the 

breach the system.  

 Today, facial recognition systems have high accuracy rates and shown in [13] 

as a feasible method for secured door unlocking, but lacked automatic capability for 

image capture. Because visitors need to frame their head in an appropriate position 

close to the camera, and there would be some inconvenience to visitors who are very 

tall or very short. A high configured camera with a wide angle lens is possible, but 

would incur cost. Because of these issues, voice recognition for the visitor is used by 

another interesting approach which is  cost effective in [14]. Environmental noise is 

the main problems associated with this method. 

 A protocol was developed to transmit visual data to the home owner for a 

manual video identification [16]. In the system, devices were connected to a server 

and that streams the video to the home owner wirelessly. The fingerprint of visitors 

and the RFID tag card are used for biometric identification[17]. Interestingly, it made 

a central server for home automation of the door phone identity system. However, 

manual identification as well as intrusive identification do not offer visitor and 

homeowner comfort and convenience. Future, smart door systems should become an 

automatic identification system, as well as an intrusive identification system. 

 Face recognition recognition proves to be a reliable and efficient approach for 

authentication but can be hacked with face spoofing [19][22]. The following section 

gives the algorithms used for achieving smart door unlocking with anti spoofing 

technique which is easy, efficient, secured and reliable. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Problem statement 

  

 People face various problem with door unlocking like lost key, no keys and 

thus making a person to wait for someone else to open the door or waiting for 

someone to arrive with keys if door is locked, approach the door if someone has 

arrived. Disabled people living alone will have more issues if someone comes and 

they have to open the door. Therefore a smart door that operates automatically has 

been proposed. 

3.2 Proposed Solution 

 A solution that is easy to use and reliable for the users needs to be developed. 

Face Recognition is used a the principal technology for developing such system. 

Face Recognition is currently one of the promising field of research because of its 

demand in everyday life. Technology leaders have made great advancement with 

high accuracy in this field. Face ID technology developed by Apple Inc. is being 

used for unlocking device, making payments, tracking facial expression for Animoji. 

Facebook uses the face recognition technology for tagging friends in photos. Google 

Photos allow us to search photos by the people with great accuracy. The basic flow 

chart of the system is shown in Figure 3.1 
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 When a person presses doorbell, face recognition starts and the face is 

matched with the authorised database. If a person is authorised the the door will open 

automatically else a notification will go to a authorised person with the picture of 

person visited and the user can decide to open the door remotely. 

The proposed system sounds easy and convenient for a user but lacks a security of 

face spoofing and authentication at smartphone side.  

Face spoofing[19][22] is done mainly in 3 ways: 

1. Photo attack : In this a picture of an authorised user (in this case say owner of 

house) is presented to the camera. The camera processes the photograph and 

gives a success result. This is the most common attack used by an intruder. 

2. Video attack : If any system requires not only just face recognition but some 

activity to be performed the the intruder can capture a video of the user and 

present it to the system. 
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3. 3D Mask attack : A mask is worn be an intruder  

 To overcome this problem and detect face spoofing a solution of eye blinking 

is proposed. The authentication process of the  system is shown in Figure 3.2. When 

an image is fed into the system, it checks with the existing images in the database. 

1. If the image of person doesn’t exist in the database then a notification is sent to 

user phone with the picture of visitor and the user can decide to open the door 

remotely 

2. If the image of person matches i.e authorised then the person need to blink his/

her eye for FIXED_COUNT (say 4). If the number of blinks is exactly equal to 
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the FIXED_COUNT then the door will be opened else a notification would be 

sent to the user. 

For enhanced security the value of FIXED_COUNT can be changed daily and its 

value can be sent to user as a notification 

With the proposed authentication system the face spoofing can easily be detected: 

1. Photo attack : As person needs to blink eye, therefore this attack is not possible  

2. Video/ 3D mask attack : The user need to blink his/her eyes for certain count to 

authorise himself/herself. A video of eye blinking can be made and provided to 

the system but the number of blinks needs to be exact (neither extra nor less). So 
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this count is rated as a PASSWORD here which is known only to the authorised 

users. 

 When a user receives notification if an unauthorised user visits then he has to 

decide to open or not open the door. The person with the smartphone can be someone 

else and not the actual authorised person who is allowed to take action regarding 

unlocking door. How can the user with the smartphone be authenticated. The flow for 

authenticating user with smartphone is given in Figure 3.3.  

 The full proposed system consists of one one user acting as a super user who 

decides to open or not open the door when a unauthorised person visits. The face of 

the super user is stored in the server and when the person selects to open the door 

then application asks the user to capture his photo and then this photo is sent to the 

server where the face recognition takes place. If the authentication is successful then 

the door gets unlocked else the user receives an error message. 

 There can be multiple other ways of authentication like PIN, fingerprint/face 

unlocking in the smartphone. The PIN can be forgotten or if someone gets access to 

the pin then he can unlock the door, the fingerprint/face stored in the smartphone can 

be of multiple people, therefore anyone can unlock the door. The proposed system 

for authentication at smartphone proves to be secured and reliable. 

3.3 Summary of proposed solution 

 The proposed system sounds to be secured, smart and reliable, this section 

provides step wise process for the system. 

I. Visitor arrives 

II. Face recognition system starts 
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III. If person face exist in database then goto step IV else goto step VII 

IV. Eye blink detection system starts 

V. If number of blinks equals pre stored count then sends notification and goto step 

VI else goto step VII. If pre stored count is say 4 and the rate of blinking is 1 

blink/sec then number of blinks detected at the end of 4 seconds is checked with 

pre stored count 

VI. Opens the door and END 

VII. User receives notification and if user selects Yes then goto step VIII else END 

VIII. User captures his face and send to server. If the server response is successful 

the door opens  

 The super user receives notification in both cases i.e authorised and 

unauthorised. So for any reason if an intruder gets access then the user will receive 

notification and can take appropriate measures. But this case would not occur as the 

count of blinks which acts as a PASSWORD is with the super user and other 

authorised people only.  

 The problem statement stated earlier at the beginning of the chapter like lost 

key, locate for keys to open the door, making a person to wait for someone else to 

open the door or waiting for someone to arrive with keys if door is locked if the 

person owner/authorised, approach the door if someone has arrived. Disabled people 

will have more problem with the issue addressed latter. All the problems addressed 

are easily solved by the solution proposed.  
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CHAPTER 4 

WORKING AND ANALYSIS 

 The two main concepts int the proposed solution are Face recognition and 

Eye blink Detection. To develop an efficient solution efficient and reliable algorithm 

needs to be used. 

4.1 Face Recognition 

The face recognition involves a three step process for detecting a person: 

1. Face detection  

2. Face matching : Matching the detected face with the faces available in the 

database 

Before these steps a pre training step is involved in which the database is created 

with the faces  of authorised person at different angles, and this database is used to 

match with the input face.  

With great advancement in Machine Learning, lot of  open source libraries are 

available for research, developing and testing such as Tensorflow, Keras, Sciki-learn 

and many more. The prototype for the proposed solution is built with the help of 

Python, OpenCV and dlib. These libraries provide some pre trained models for face 

recognition with accuracy as high upto 99%. 
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The following section gives analysis and comparison of different algorithm available 

in OpenCV for face recognition 

4.1.1 Face Detection Algorithm  

 OpenCV provides three different algorithms for face detection and they are 

HAAR Cascade, LBP Cascade and DNN. The working is analysed by using LFW 

and FEI face dataset based on orientation, illumination and some random pictures. 

But before going to the analysis of these algorithms let us study the basic details 

behind the working of these algorithms. 

Haar Cascade Classifier 

  

 It is a machine learning algorithm for object detection created by Paul Viola 

and Michael Jones [18] using cascade of simple features. The algorithm requires lots 

of images which are classified as positive and negative images for training. Then the 

features are extracted using Haar features (Figure 4.1). The Haar cascade algorithm is 

applied on black and white images. 

 A single feature is calculated by subtracting the sum of white pixels from sum 

of black pixels. These windows shown in Figure 4.1 is applied over the image in all 

possible location and sizes and hence providing lot of features and most of them will 

be irrelevant. For example (Figure 4.2), the top row presents two features - first 

focuses on the fact that eyes are darker than nose and cheeks and second feature 

focuses on the face eyes are darker than the nose.  The best features is obtained using 

Adaboost. After obtaining the best features from Adaboost, now rather than applying 
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all the feature say 600 features to an image and classify it as face or non-face, it 

groups the features into different stages of classifier hence the name cascade 

classifier. If at any stage a window fails then it doesn’t check for remaining features. 

 

LBP Cascade Classifier 

  

 Local Binary Pattern classifier extracts features from hundreds of training 

images which are classified as positive and negative for forming a feature vector 

which is used to classify face or non-face. These features are calculated using a 3X3 

window i.e 9 pixels which is traversed through the input image having the window 

centre pixel coinciding with each pixel of the input image. During each iteration the 

centre pixel value is compared with every neighbouring pixel and for each neighbour 

pixel that is greater or equal to the centre pixel the value is set to 1 else to 0. Then the 

value is read clockwise forming a binary number and this binary number is then 
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Figure 4.2 : Example of Haar

Figure 4.3 : LBP Feature calculation I



converted to decimal number which is the new value for the centre pixel. With this 

all the pixels will be updated with a new value. (Figure 4.3) 

 Then image is segmented into regions and for each region their histogram is 

calculated. Finally all the histograms are concatenated to from one feature vector of 

the image. (Figure 4.4) 

Deep Neural Network(DNN) 

 Deep Neural Network is a deep learning which have multiple layers between 

the input and output layer of artificial neural network. A simple neural network 

consist of one input layer, one output layer and almost one hidden layer (Figure 4.5).  

A network comprising of multiple hidden layers is known as a deep neural network 

(Figure 4.6). The number of input layer would be equal to number of pixels of the 

input image and each input is fed into every node of first hidden layer. The output of 

one layer acts as the input of next layer. The output through each node is calculated 

using the formula: 

where: 

 w0 = bias 

 j = i+1 i.e output of layer j depends on previous layer output 

 ø = activation function (Decides whether a node should be activated or not). 
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Figure 4.4 : LBP Feature calculation II

(4.1)



The number of nodes in output layer for detecting faces would be 1 and its output 

will be either TRUE (1) or FALSE (0). It requires a large set of labelled data with 

positive and negative images. Initially random weights are assigned to the full 

network and after the first iteration occurs from input to output the output is 

compared with the required output and then the process is run backwards modifying 

the weights using Back propagation algorithm. This process continues with all the 

thousands of images and in the end we get a weight matrix which is used on a testing 

image to get the output. 
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Figure 4.5 : Simple Neural Network

Figure 4.6 : Deep Neural Network



 Analysis done on various angles of face starting from +90 to -90 is shown in 

Table 4.1 The result shows the DNN method gives the best result detecting face at 

every angle, then is the HAAR not able to detect face at 90 degree angles and last is 

the LBP only detecting face at within range of -45 to +45 

 Table 4.2 shows the analysis after running the algorithm on different lighting 

conditions. The result shows that LBP performs better among all three, woking on 

even low lighting condition whereas HAAR and DNN perform equally.  
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Input Image HAAR LBP DNN

Table 4.1 : Working of algorithms on different orientation



 Table 4.3 shows the result of the algorithm on random pictures of people. The 

highest accuracy is shown by DNN then is HAAR and last is LBP. DNN is able to 

accurately detect multiple faces in an image if it has, which is not seen in the case of 

HAAR and LBP. Although in some cases DNN gave false positive result. DNN 

provides a confidence factor which tell how confident it is that the region detected is 

a face. The confidence factor is in range of [0.0 , 1.0]. Figure 4.7 shows the working 
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Input Image HAAR LBP DNN

Table 4.2 : Working of algorithms on different lighting condition



of DNN with different confidence factors. 

The result shows that confidence factor 

and fa lse posi t ive are inversely 

proportional. The result of DNN 

algorithm in Table 4.3 was obtained with 

confidence factor > 0.8. 

 After combining all the result it 

can be seen that the most accurate result 

is shown by DNN by detecting face in 

every angle and in low lighting condition. 

It is also able to detect multiple faces 

accurately. With confidence factor set to 

>=0.9 it is able to work well with least 

false negative result.  

4.1.2 Face Matching Algorithm 

 The working of face matchings is analysed with LFW dataset, taking 10 

images of each user for training purpose. The system is trained with 4 user with 10 
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Input 
Image HAAR LBP DNN

Table 4.3 : Working of algorithms on 
random photographs

>=0.1 >=0.5 >=0.9

Figure 4.7 : Analysis of DNN with 
different confidence factor 



images each i.e. total of 40 images and for testing mixture of positive and negative 

test images are taken. OpenCV provides a confidence factor and a label (predicted 

face) for all the three algorithms of face matching. The confidence factor is the 

distance to the label. A confidence factor of 0 is a perfect match i.e accuracy is 

inversely proportional to confidence factor. 

 Figure 4.8 shows the people with which the system is trained. The training 

dataset include 10 different faces of same person. After training the system and 

verifying the accuracy of the trained system, 2 different images of each person is 

taken and along with it some negative images are also taken. The result of 

recognition step is shown in Table 4.4. OpenCV returns two values after prediction - 

person to which it has closely matched and the confidence value i.e. how confident it 

is to the matched person. The result shows that the working of LBPH works better 

than that of other two. As OpenCV provides prediction for every cases, therefore a 

threshold needs to be set to detect positive and negative results. Looking at the result 

a threshold of 80 i.e. confidence value below 80 will be considered as positive and 

rest as negative would provide a better system. 

 Although LBPH provided better result but it has mix of confidence values 

making it an unreliable method for prediction. Since with the progress in Machine 

Learning, Neural Network have proved in providing better result for carrying out 

face matching task. The same data set is analysed by using dlib library which 

provides face matching using NN and the result it shown is 100% accuracy for the 

given set of test images in Figure 4.8. The dlib library provides one shot learning for 

face matching i.e for making a system to learn a person face only one picture is 

needed. The model is pre trained with  million of pictures and provides weight of the 
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Figure 4.8 : People for training the 
system



model after training on the data set. Rather 

than training our own model and generating 

weights this model gives a vector of 128 real 

valued numbers for the input face (Figure 

4.9). So we need to store this vector of 128 

real valued numbers and for each test image 

we generate a vector and compare with the 

stored vector. 

This one shot learning concept is used in the 

implementation of the prototype of face 

training and face matching.  

4.2 Face Training 

 Face training i.e add a person face to a 

list of authorised person, is the first step of 

this prototype. In this step image of person is 

fed to the dlib library one after the other and 

the vector generated by dlib is stored as a 

JSON file in the following format (Figure 

4.10): 
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Table 4.4. Face matching algorithms 
comparison

dlib 

library

[-0.10733525, 0.12772003, … , 0.06323934]

Array of 128 real valued numbers ∊ [0,1]

Figure 4.9 : One short learning concept



{ 

 “encodings” : [ [ encoding 1 ], [ encoding 2 ], … , [ encoding n ] ], 

 “names” : [ [ name 1 ], [ name 2 ], … , [ name n ] ] 

} 

 Here encoding 1 is the vector of 128 real valued numbers of person 1 and 

name 1 is the name of person 1.  Whenever a new face needs to be trained (added to 

the list of authorised users), the image needs to be passed to dlib library and append 

the encoding and name in the existing JSON. 
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Figure 4.10 : Working of face training
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4.3 Face Matching 

 Once the face training step is completed and the JSON file is created, the next 

step is to use the file to match the encoding with the person who arrives at the door.  

The flow of face matching includes calculation of encoding when a person arrives at 

the door, then this encoding is matched with all the encodings present in the JSON 

file that is created during face training process. The encoding for a single person will 

be different every time due to the fact that a very slight difference (say orientation) in 

face will change the full encoding. A simple matching the elements of vector would 

not be possible for getting the result, therefore we need to calculate how closely two 

vectors (one input and the other from JSON file) are related to each other or the 
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Figure 4.11 : Face matching process using dlib
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to the input encoding)



distance between the two vectors should be minimal. The flow of face matching is 

shown in Figure 4.11. 

 The calculation of distance between the two vectors is done by calculating the 

Euclidean norm which is given by  

 This norm would return the distance between the two vectors (one is the 

vector of the input image and the other is from the stored JSON). The norm is 

calculated for each of the encoding stored and the distance with value <= 0.5 is 

returned. 

4.4 Eye blink detection 

 Detection of eye blinking is done by calculating Eye Aspect Ratio (EAR) [1]. 

Though there are some conventional image processing methods for eye blinking 

detection like template matching for every frame to detect state of eye as opened or 

closed [2], [3] provides a method of intensity vertical projection which calculates the 

intensity of every row if a image, [4] proposes a model for tracking eyelid for blink 

detection, the EAR method proves to be fast, simple and straightforward ratio 

calculation of distances between facial indicators for the eye. 
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(4.2)

(4.3)



 Figure 4.12 shows different facial indicators for the eye which are used for 

calculating EAR. The value of EAR approaches zero as eye closes. The blinking is 

done synchronously by both eyes, therefore average is taken of both eyes EAR. 




 To get these indicators i.e points on the eye dlibs facial landmark detector is 

used. The dlibs facial landmark provides with the six landmark points as shown in 

Figure 4.12. On the basis of these points EAR is calculated. When eye closes the 

EAR value approaches to zero. Therefore, if value is zero for some consecutive 

frames of images then the eye blink has occurred. 

 The working of blink detection on the basis of EAR works well but if a 

person wears spectacles then it gives false result. Therefore, a more accurate eye 

blink detection will be a part of future scope for this project. 

 The two main concept behind the proposed system are face recognition and 

eye blink detection. This section provided the analysis of various algorithms and 

came to a conclusion of an algorithm which would give best result and in the 

following section working and what all technologies used to implement these 

algorithms is described. 
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Figure 4.12 : Facial indicators linked with the eye [1]



CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 The implementation of the proposed work is done with the help of Python, 

OpenCV, dlib, Android IDE, Firebase Cloud Messaging, Django Rest Framework. 

Python, OpenCV and lib are used for computer vision tasks like face recognition and 

eye blink detection. Android IDE is used for developing the application used by the 

super user for receiving notification and taking actions. The notification on the smart 

phone are received through Firebase Cloud Messaging and Django Rest Framework 

is used to create RESTful APIs for interaction between client(Android, Door with 

face recognition system installed) and server (Figure 5.1). 

5.1 Face Recognition System 

 This system is installed at the door and it runs when a user presses the door 

bell. The system is built using Python, OpenCV and dlib.   
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Android Django (Server)
Face Recognition 

System

Figure 5.1 : Implementation of system flow



5.1.1 Face Training 

 
 This is the first step of building the database of authenticated users. The 

system asks user to enter name. After entering the name it captures the person image 

through the camera and stores the name and face encoding in a file. For each new 

authenticated user the file is appended with the new values. The working is shown in 

Figure 5.2 where after training a face it gives a vector of 128 real valued numbers 

which is stored along with name in a JSON file. 

5.1.2 Face Matching and Eye blink detection 

 Face recognition is implemented using Python, OpenCV and dlib library. The 

accuracy shown by the lib library is 99%. Dlib library provides with 68 points 

representing the face landmarks (Figure 5.3) for the face which is used to get the six 

points highlighted within green box which is used to calculate EAR. The EAR value 

is calculated for each eye and then the average of both eye is taken for processing 

and when the EAR is less than threshold of 0.2, then a blink has occurred.  
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Figure 5.2 : Face training working



 The implementation of blink detection based on EAR is shown in Figure 5.4 

where it can be seen the EAR value near to zero for closed state and non zero for 

open state.  

 Through combining face recognition and blink detection an authentic and 

reliable system is developed for detecting people. When a user is not recognised then 

notification goes to user and the actions taken ahead is explained in below section. 

5.2 Android 

 The android application is with the super user and he decides to take action 

accordingly whenever a notification arrives. The flow of this process is shown in 

Figure 3.  Android implementation for the process described is shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.3 : Facial landmarks

Figure 5.4 : Implementation of blink detection 
based on EAR



Screen 1 - User receives notification 

Screen 2 - On clicking the notification the user is shown with the picture of visitor 

Screen 3 - If user selects Yes then he has to capture his photo  

Screen 4 - The photo is sent to server which authenticates the user  

Screen 5 - On success it provides a message saying ‘Authentication successful Door 

opened’ 

Screen 6 - If authentication isn’t successful it gives message ‘Authentication failed’ 
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Figure 5.5 : Implementation of authentication for 
android user

Screen 1 Screen 2 Screen 3

Screen 4 Screen 5 Screen 6



5.3 Server 

 

 The server act as middle layer for providing remote access and transfer of 

data through Internet between Face recognition system and Android smartphone. The 

server is implemented using Django which is a web framework written in Python. To 

interact with the server REST APIs are created with help of Django Rest 

Framework(DRF). 

  

 The working of REST API is shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. The API shown in 

the example is http://172.16.224.233:8000/authorise/ which is used to authorise the 

user with the smartphone. It is a HTTP POST request that accepts the image file int 

the request parameter and returns a success response (200 OK) in case of authorised 

user along with JSON data (Figure 5.6) and if the user is unauthorised then it send an 

error response code (400 Bad Request) and empty JSON data (Figure 5.7) 
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Figure 5.6 : REST API - Success response



 The API used to notify the server regarding the visitor is a POST API with 

endpoint http://172.16.224.233:8000/visitor/ (Figure 5.8). It accepts two parameters: 

- image of the visitor  

- valid field that tells if the visitor is authorised or not ( 1 - authorised and 0 - 

unauthorised) 
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Figure 5.7 : REST API - Error response

Figure 5.8 : REST API - Visitor



 The response is a JSON data and in case the visitor is unauthorised then the 

server sends a notification using FCM to the user smartphone. On successfully 

sending a notification FCM send a success message (Figure 5.9). Each 

device(smartphone) is uniquely identified by a ID provided by FCM. This ID is 

stored in the server for sending notification. 

Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) 

 Firebase Cloud Messaging(FCM) is a cross platform message delivery 

service provided by Google at free of cost. The data sent to the client is in form of 

JSON and the maximum payload allowed is 4KB. The format of the payload is: 

{ 

 “message” : { 

  “token” : “fd2iqbkm77g:APA91bFWphX4QkLtnyOYDLPKtQTp…”, 

  “notification”:{ 

   “title” : ” Title”, 

   “body” : “Body” 
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Figure 5.9 : FCM success message after sending notification



  }, 

  “data” :{ 

   “key1” : “value1”, 

   “key2”, “value2” 

  }   

} 

token : It is unique ID called instance ID provided by FCM to the client to uniquely 

identify a device.  This ID is refreshed after app reinstall or if app data cleared  

notification.title : The title of the notification 

notification.body : The description of the notification 

data : It contains custom key/value pairs data that developer needs to process at the 

client side 

     

 In our proposed system the payload data is of the format (Figure 5.10): 

{ 

    “message” : { 

 “token” : “d2iqbkm77g:APA91bFWphX4QkLtnyOYDLPKtQTp…”, 

 “data“  : { 

  “url” :<URL of the visitor> 

  “message” : “Someone has arrived…  

    Click to view” 

  “valid” : “0” 

 } 

} 

- The “Person Arrived” title is static 

- The valid field is sent to decide whether to show 

door open buttons or not 

- The url contains the image url which is used to 

show the image 
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Figure 5.10 : Example of FCM



CHAPTER 6 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

 The main principal algorithms behind the working of proposed solution are 

face recognition and eye blink detection. Therefore these algorithms should provide 

accurate result in the building of smart, reliable and convenient system. 

6.1 Face Recognition 

  

 The face recognition was implemented with the help of dlib library and the 

accuracy of the library was tested on FEI face dataset. The system has been trained 

on 10 persons using one shot learning concept (Figure 4.9) and for testing a total of 

20 samples were taken with 50:50 ratio for authorised and unauthorised. The result is 

shown in Figure 6.1. The accuracy shown by the library is 95% for the 20 samples 

tested. This high accuracy is because of the fact that the library is already trained 

with billion of sample images and has already generated a weight matrix which is 

used in computing result. In machine learning the accuracy of the algorithm depends 

on this weight matrix and this matrix is generated with help of training samples. As 

the system is trained with billion of samples, therefore it provides a more accurate 

weight matrix hence a high accuracy result. The working of lib is based on DNN and 

it requires high computation power hence the face recognition part of the system can 

be performed at the server side. This would be requiring a good internet connectivity 

at client side.  
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6.2 Eye blink detection 

 This method is the second principal algorithm of the proposed system and is 

used as a security part for preventing face spoofing. The working of blink detection 

is based on the calculation of EAR. The EAR value is checked with a threshold 

value, if it is less than the threshold then eye is closed else open. If the eye is closed 

for three consecutive frames then a blink is detected. The accuracy of blink detection 

is calculated with different threshold value. For each threshold value 10 blinks is 

processed and correspondingly the number of blinks the system detects is noted as 

output. Each blink is performed at an interval of 1 sec. Figure 6.2 shows the result of 

blink detection. It can be seen through the graph that with the increase in the EAR 

that system provides with a greater false positive result (>= 0.4). The accurate 

number of blinks is shown with EAR of 0.2 having the result of 9 blinks. The result 

was noted without wearing any spectacles, but if the user is wearing spectacles the 

result is very inaccurate as shown in Figure 6.3 resulting to drawback of the system 

having constraint of detecting authorised people only without spectacles. The 

accuracy of the system came out to be 90%. The value of EAR calculated is 
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Figure 6.1 : Face recognition result



generally in the range of [0.1, 0.4], therefore higher threshold will make the system 

always detect a closed eye state so counter value remains 0. 

 The accuracy of entire system comes out to be 92.5%. Hence it proves to be 

an efficient system for smart door unlocking. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 Internet Of Things (IoT) is one of the current hot topics and lot of research is 

going around it and new applications are being developed involving IoT for helping 

users and improving their experiences. Smart door unlocking is a way to make our 

home smart by opening door on its own if some authorised user has arrived and 

which also can be controlled through an application which is installed on the 

authorised user smart home. This door unlocking mechanism will help users 

overcome various issues that they face involving door unlocking like they forget keys 

or they have to wait for someone to open the door. Also this application would help 

physically handicapped people to unlock door remotely through their smart phones. 

 The proposed solution for Smart door unlocking is simple and secured. It 

doesn’t involve any multiple sensors/hardware, its just involves a camera which 

captures image and processing is done on the image. The requirement for the 

proposed solution is a good internet connectivity because when the user receives 

notification he captures his photo and send to server. If the user has bad network 

connectivity then the image would take time to get uploaded at the server and then 

the computation time and lastly the response from the server. If the system takes time 

then visitor might have gone and the door might get opened later which is 

unacceptable. The accuracy of the system comes to be same as that of blink detection 

which is 92.5%.  

 The working of blink detection works well without a person wearing glasses, 

but with glasses the dlib facial landmark detection the library doesn’t provide 
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accurate results. Therefore providing a better blink detection algorithm with/without 

glasses is part of future scope. The camera for face recognition would be placed at a 

certain height on the door thus limiting this approach for people whose height is upto 

the level of the camera. Also when a person arrives there should be enough lighting 

for eye detection to work accurately. 

 To enhance the security the password in blink detection i.e number of times 

the person needs to blink can be changed randomly to a different value every day. 

This request can also be requested by user through providing a functionality in the 

application if he/she feels the value has been leaked. Whenever the value changes a 

notification would go to the user with the new value. Currently only one super user 

exist in the system who will have the application. New value of the password will 

only be available to the super user, thus it will be his/her duty to provide the new 

value securely to other authorised users. The system can easily be extended for 

multiple super user. 

 Whenever a user sense of some suspicious activity outside the door then the 

user thinks of going to the door and have a look. As a part of future scope a feature of 

getting a live feed on the user smart phone can be added to the system. This live feed 

feature will allow user to get outside view without going and opening the door. 
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